
Veri�cation of Modal Properties Using In�nite BooleanEquation SystemsAngelika Mader 1Computing Science InstituteUniversity of NijmegenP.O. Box 90106500 GL Nijmegenthe Netherlandsemail: mader@cs.kun.nlIn this paper we show the equivalence of model checking in�nitesystems and solving in�nite Boolean equation systems, and give amethod that solves in�nite Boolean equation systems. The methodis sound and complete, even if the problem itself is undecidable.Key words: in�nite state systems, modal �-calculus, veri�cation,in�nite Boolean equation systemsAMS Subject Classi�cation (1991): 03B45 03C15 03G05CR Subject Classi�cation (1991): D.2.4 F.3.1. F.4.1. I.1.1 I.1.21 IntroductionModel checking is a well-known technique for the validation of distributedsystems, which is increasingly used in practice. Model checking for in�nitesystems is a current research topic, where for obvious reasons machine repre-sentablity is an issue.For the general case of systems with in�nite state space the modal �-calculusveri�cation problem is undecidable [4]. For restricted problems decidabilityhas been investigated by many authors (see e.g. [8] for a survey): subclasses ofin�nite state systems with uniform structure were considered, or the expres-siveness of the logic was reduced, or both. Here, we remain with the generalveri�cation problem, transform it into an algebraic form, and investigate itwith algebraic means.For �nite state systems many authors have used Boolean equation systemsfor model checking in the modal �-calculus [2,1,10,18]. One reason is, that1Supported by the HCM Network EXPRESS



Boolean equation systems (as considered here) have a simple mathematicalstructure: a modal �-calculus formula and a transition system are encoded inone equation system; the equations contain only conjunctions and disjunctions,but no negations and modalities.In this paper we show the equivalence of both problems: veri�cation of modal�-calculus properties for systems with in�nite state space and solving in�niteBoolean equation systems. It extends the results from the �nite case in tworespects: whereas in that case the reduction from the �rst problem to thelatter one is well-known, it was still open whether there would be a reductionin the other direction ([13]). Furthermore, the results are generalized to thecase of in�nite systems.A method is presented that solves in�nite Boolean equation systems. One key-point here is to �nd a proper �nite abstraction of the in�nite system, which atthe same time is the source of undecidability of the problem. Unlike other al-gorithms our algorithm does not require any backtracking techniques. Instead,an equation system is reduced by a straightforward elimination procedure inwhich a variable is substituted by its de�ning term. Doing this, one variableafter the other is eliminated from the system until the solution is determined.The method is related to the tableau system of Brad�eld and Stirling [5,4],but avoids blow-up of tableaux (because backtracking is avoided), as well asthe sophisticated success criterion for tableaux.The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the modal �-calculus and themodel checking problem are introduced. In�nite Boolean equation systemsare de�ned in section 3 and illuminated by a few properties of these systems.Section 4 shows the equivalence of the model checking problem and solvingin�nite Boolean equation systems by reductions in both directions. A methodto solve in�nite Boolean equation systems is derived in section 5. Section 6contains the conclusion. Proofs and background can be found in the appendix.2 Modal �-CalculusThis section gives an introduction to the modal �-calculus according to Kozen'spropositional �-calculus [9]. The modal �-calculus has been widely studiedand detailed introductions can be found in several places, such as [14] and [7].Here we will briey review the logic and its properties and we give associatedde�nitions relevant to our work.The syntax of the modal �-calculus is de�ned with respect to a set Q ofatomic propositions including true and false, a �nite set L of action labelsand a denumerable set Z of propositional variables. A formula of the modal�-calculus is an expression of the form:� ::= Z j Q j :� j �^� j [a]� j �Z:�;2



where Z 2 Z, Q 2 Q and a 2 L, and where in �Z:� every free occurrenceof Z in � falls under an even number of negations. The standard conventionsfor the derived operators and abbreviations are:�1 _�2 def= :(:�1 ^ :�2)hai� def= :[a]:�[K]� def= Va2K[a]�hKi� def= Wa2Khai�[-K]� def= [L n K]�[-]� def= [L]��Z:� def= :�Z::�[Z=:Z];where K � L, and �[Z=:Z] means the syntactical substitution of every oc-currence of Z in � by :Z.We denote the set of all modal �-calculus formulae by �L, and the subset of�xpoint free formulae by �0.A formula is in positive normal form, if negations apply only to atomic propo-sitions and no variable is quanti�ed twice. Every formula can be transformedsyntactically into positive normal form by using the derived operators, apply-ing the De Morgan rules and renaming variables. Therefore, we can restrictthe set of formulae to the positive fragment assuming that for every atomicproposition Q 2 Q the negation of Q is also an atomic proposition, i.e. anelement of Q. In this sense, an equivalent de�nition of the syntax is:� ::= Z j Q j �^� j �_� j [a]� j hai� j �Z:� j �Z:�In the following we will refer only to formulae of the positive fragment andassume that they are in normal form.Formulae of the modal �-calculus with the set L of action labels are interpretedrelative to a labelled transition system T = (S; f a!j a 2 Lg), where S isa possibly in�nite set of states and a!� S � S for every a 2 L a binaryrelation on states. The union of all relations is denoted by ! def= Sa2L a!.A valuation function V assigns to every atomic proposition Q in Q andpropositional variable Z in Z a set of states V(Q) � S and V(Z) � S meaningthat proposition Q and variable Z hold for every state in V(Q) and V(Z). Thepair T and V is called a model M of the modal �-calculus. The semanticsof each �-calculus formula � is the set of states jj� jjTV . A state s satis�es aformula �, written as s j=M �, i� s 2jj�jjTV , which is de�ned inductively as3



follows: jjQjjTV = V(Q)jjZjjTV = V(Z)jj�1 _�2jjTV = jj�1jjTV [ jj�2jjTVjj�1 ^�2jjTV = jj�1jjTV \ jj�2jjTVjj[a]�jjTV = [[a]]T jj�jjTVjjhai�jjTV = hhaiiT jj�jjTVjj�Z:�jjTV = TfS 0 � S jjj�jjTV[Z=S 0]� S 0gjj�Z:�jjTV = SfS 0 � S j S 0 �jj�jjTV[Z=S 0]gwhere [[a]]T S 0 def= fs j 8s 02S: if s a! s 0 then s 02S 0ghhaiiT S 0 def= fs j 9s 02S 0:s a! s 0gThe branching degree of a transition system is the maximal number of suc-cessors that any state of the transition system has, if this number is �nite,and in�nite otherwise.The model checking problem is: Given a model and a closed formula of themodal �-calculus does initial state of the transition system satisfy the formula?3 In�nite Boolean Equation Systems3.1 PreliminariesThe set of positive in�nite Boolean expressions over a countable set Xof Boolean variables is denoted by IB+1(X ). Each of its elements is either apossibly in�nite disjunction Wi2I Xi, or a possibly in�nite conjunction Vi2I Xi,where I is a countable index set and for all i it is Xi 2 X , or it is a constanttrue or false.An environment is a valuation of Boolean variables. �; �1; : : : will range overenvironments, where each � is a function � : X ! ftrue; falsegjX j. The set of allenvironments is denoted by �.A function f 2 IB+1(X ) can be applied to an environment �, and the resultf(�) is the value of the function f. We have (Wi2I Xi)(�) = true, if Xi = trueor �(Xi) = true for some i 2 I, and false otherwise. Dually, (Vi2I Xi)(�) = falseif for some i 2 I either Xi = false or �(Xi) = false. For some index set I andbI 2 IBI we denote by �[XI=bI] the simultaneous substitution of all Xi 2 X bybi for i 2 I, such that �[XI=bI](Xi) = bi for i 2 I and otherwise �[XI=bI](Xi) =4



�(Xi). In the remainder [X=a] has priority over all other operations, and �[X=a]always stands for (�[X=a]).An order � can be de�ned on environments in the expected (pointwise) way.Furthermore, an order � can be de�ned on functions: it is f1 � f2 i� for allenvironments � it is f1(�) � f2(�).3.2 Syntax and semanticIn this section we de�ne syntax and semantics of in�nite Boolean equation sys-tems. When speaking of Boolean equation systems we always mean (possibly)in�nite Boolean equation systems.In contrast to \standard" Boolean equation systems the ones considered herehave additional structure: each equation is labelled by a �xpoint symbol �or �, and there is an order de�ned on equations. More precise, a block is acollection of equations all having the same �xpoint symbol, and an order isde�ned on blocks.In the case of in�nite Boolean equation systems we have to deal with twokinds of in�nity: �rst, there might be an in�nite number of equations, andsecond, the right-hand sides of each equation may consist of in�nite conjunc-tions or disjunctions. However, what still has to be �nite is the (minimal)number of blocks. An in�nite Boolean equation system therefore consists of a�nite sequence of blocks, where each block may contain an in�nite number ofequations. The syntax of an in�nite Boolean equation system is as follows.De�nition 1 A Boolean equation is of the form �X= f, where � stands fora �xpoint symbol � or �, and f is a positive in�nite Boolean expression, f 2IB+1(X ). A block �B is a set of in�nite Boolean equations �Xj = fj, all havingthe same �xpoint symbol �, j 2 J and J is a countable index set. An in�niteBoolean equation system E is a �nite sequence of blocks�1B1 : : : �nBn for some n 2 IN.In the following E; E 0; E1; : : : will range over in�nite Boolean equation systems.For technical reasons we assume that no two equations of a Boolean equationsystem E have the same left hand side variable. Variables which appear on theleft hand side of an equation of E are collected in the set lhs(E). Variables onthe right side of an equation of E are collected in the set rhs(E). Variables ofrhs(E) which are contained in lhs(E) are called bound. Variables which arenot bound are free, free(E) def= rhs(E) n lhs(E).Now we have to de�ne what is regarded as a solution of a Boolean equationsystem. When considering \standard" (monotone) Boolean equation systemswithout labels and without ordering on equations or blocks it is the case thatthere exists a set of environments that are �xpoints of the system. Here, theadditional structure de�nes a stronger operator on environments, and (only)some of the �xpoints of \plain" system are the �xpoints of the Boolean equa-tion system. 5



De�nition 2 Each in�nite Boolean equation system E de�nes an operator onenvironments, [[E]] : � ! �, which is de�ned inductively on the sequence ofblocks: [[�]]� = �[[�B E ]]� = [[E]] �[XI=�XI:B([[E]] ) ]where�XI:B([[E]] ) = Tfb 2 IBIj8i 2 I:bi � fi([[E]]�[XI=b])g�XI:B([[E]] ) = Sfb 2 IBIj8i 2 I:bi � fi([[E]]�[XI=b])gA solution of a Boolean equation system E is now de�nes as a �xpoint of theoperator [[E]] .De�nition 3 Let E be an in�nite Boolean equation system. Then an environ-ment � is a solution if E i� [[E]]� = �.The following is a \constructive" proposition about solutions. It says that[[E]]� gives already a solution for each �.Proposition 4 Let E be an in�nite Boolean equation system, and for some �let �1 def= [[E]]�. Then [[E]]�1 = �1, i.e., �1 is a solution of E.Proof: Follows from corollary 35 in the appendixIt follows, that when restricting the set of Boolean variables to those appearingin E, i.e., X = lhs(E)[ rhs(E), then there exists a unique solution. Therefore,we often speak about \the solution".3.3 Properties of in�nite Boolean equation systemsBoolean equation systems are algebraic objects. It is therefore interesting tohave equivalences on Boolean equation systems and a collection of operationsthat preserve their solutions, increase or decrease them. One purpose of thissection is to give more avour of the semantic of Boolean equation systems byshowing their properties. Moreover, the properties here are the ingredients ofthe elimination method in section 5 that solves Boolean equation systems.The following lemma says that the operator [[E]] de�ned by a Boolean equationsystem E is a monotone operator on environments. The corollary shows thatthis property allows Boolean operations on environments.Lemma 5 If �1 � �2 then [[E]]�1 � [[E]]�2.Proof: Follows from lemma 39 in the appendix.Corollary 6 [[E]] �1 _ [[E]] �2 � [[E]] (�1 _ �2), and[[E]] �1 ^ [[E]] �2 � [[E]] (�1 ^ �2).A dual monotonicity property holds also for environments as operators onBoolean equation systems. Here, we �rst have to de�ne an order � on Booleanequation systems. Roughly, two Boolean equation systems are ordered, if they6



have the same block structure and variables, and each right-hand side functionof one system is lower than the corresponding right-hand side function of theother.De�nition 7 Let for some n 2 NE1 � �1B1 : : : �nBnE2 � �1C1 : : : �nCn�iBi � (�iXi1 = fi1)(�iXi2 = fi2) : : : for 1 � i � n�iCi � (�iXi1 = gi1)(�iXi2 = gi2) : : : for 1 � i � nDe�ne E1 � E2 i� fij � gij for 1 � i � n and j 2 IN.Lemma 8 If E1 � E2 then [[E1]] � � [[E2]] � for all �.Proof: Follows from lemma 44 in the appendix.De�ning disjunction and conjunction of two Boolean equation systemswiththe same block structure and �xpoints in the natural way (equation-wise),then we get also the corollary dual to 40.Corollary 9 If E1_E2 (resp. E1^E2) is an in�nite Boolean equation system,then [[E1]] � _ [[E2]] � � [[E1 _ E2]] � , and [[E1]] � ^ [[E2]] � � [[E1 ^ E2]] � .A most useful property is that pre�xing of equation systems preserves equiva-lence, or order, resp.. For equivalence on �nite Boolean equation systems thisresult was stated in [17].Lemma 10 If [[E1]]� = [[E2]]� for each � then [[EE1]]� = [[EE2]]� for each �.Proof: Follows from lemma 42 in the appendix.For pre�xing di�erent blocks to an equation system there is only a weakerproperty:Lemma 11 If for all X 2 lhs(�B1) [ lhs(�B2)it is ([[�B1 E ]] � )(X) = ([[�B2 E ]] � )(X)then [[�B1 E ]] � = [[�B2 E ]] �:Proof: Follows from lemma 46 in the appendix.The next set of properties is about operations on one Boolean equation systemthat preserve the solution: in which cases it is allowed to interchange subse-quent blocks, eliminate equations from a system, introduce new variables andequations, etc..We start with a property which is basically Beki�c's Theorem [3] for simulta-neous �xpoints applied to Boolean equation systems.Theorem 12 Let �B = �B1 [ �B2, and E1; E2 be in�nite Boolean equationsystems. Then [[E1 �B E2]]� = [[E1 �B1 �B2 E2]]�.A consequence of this theorem is the possibility to split blocks (�nitely often)and unite directly subsequent blocks with the same �xpoint symbol. It also7



follows that intechanging directly subsequent blocks having the same �xpointsymbol also preserves the solution.For subsequent blocks with di�erent �xpoints we have the following: blocksmay be interchanged preserving the solution, if there are no dependencies be-tween variables, and otherwise the solution increases or decreases (pointwise).Lemma 13 If each X1 2 lhs(�1B1) is not free in B2, and each X2 2 lhs(�2B2)is not free in B1, then [[E1 �1B1 �2B2 E2]]� = [[E1 �2B2 �1B1E2]]�.Proof: Follows from lemma 50 in the appendix.Lemma 14 [[E1 �B1 �B2 E2]]� � [[E1 �B2 �B1E2]]�.Proof: Follows from lemma 51 in the appendix.Switching a �xpoint symbol from � to � increases the solution:Lemma 15 [[E1 �B E2]]� � [[E1 �B E2]]�.Proof: Follows from lemma 52 in the appendix.The following lemma is about introduction of new variables and equations ina Boolean equation system. It mainly is useful for transformation of Booleanequation systems in some standard forms, which in this work are needed forreductions from and to the model checking problem. With �B[XI=ZI] we de-note the substitution of every right-hand side occurrence of Xi in block �B byZi, where i 2 I.Lemma 16 Given a Boolean equation system �B E assume, that Zi for i insome index set I are fresh variables, i.e. Zi 62 (lhs [ rhs)(�B E). Let � 0B 0 bethe set of all equations � 0Zi = Xi for i 2 I.Then it is [[�B E ]]� = [[�B[XI=ZI] � 0B 0 E ]]�.Proof: Follows from lemma 53 in the appendix.Finally, the following thm contains a crucial property for the eliminationmethod in section 5. It shows, that (in�nite) disjunctions may be eliminatedfrom a Boolean equation system by substituting each by one of its disjuncts.However, this does not give a constructive method, as only the existence ofsuch a reduction can be shown.Theorem 17 Given an in�nite Boolean equation system E = �1B1 : : : �nBnand an environment � there exists an in�nite Boolean equation system E 0 =�1B 01 : : : �nB 0n such that E 0 contains no disjunctions on the right-hand side,and [[E]]� = [[E 0]]�, more precise� If �jXk = Vi2I Xi is an equation in block Bj of E then it is also an equationin B 0j of E 0.� If �jXk = true or �jXk = false is an equation in block Bj of E then it is alsoan equation in B 0j of E 0.� If �jXk = Wi2I Xi is an equation in block Bj of E and I is nonempty, thenfor some i 2 I the equation �jXk = Xi is in block B 0j of E 0. If I is emptythen �jXk = false is an equation of B 0j of E 0.Proof: see appendix 8
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falseFig. 1. Lattices of modal logic, the state space and in�nite Boolean vector spacesRemark: There is a close connection between graph games [15] and Booleanequation systems. Similar to the �nite case [13] there are reductions betweenthe question for a winning strategy and the solution of a Boolean equationsystem. Transferring theorem 17 to the setting of games it shows the existenceof history free winning strategies.4 EquivalenceFor the case of systems with �nite state space several authors solved themodel checking problem via a reduction to Boolean equation systems, e.g.[2,1,10,18]. Here, we will show the equivalence of both problems for the in�nitecase: modal �-calculus model checking and solving Boolean equation systems.Section 4.1 contains the reduction from model checking to solving Booleanequation systems. In section 4.2 we give a construction that creates for eachBoolean equation system a model checking problem. Even for the �nite casethe reduction from Boolean equation systems to model checking problems hasbeen an open question and was answered in [13].4.1 Reducing Model CheckingWe start with an informal argument that illustrates how the reduction works.The formal mapping from model checking problems to Boolean equation sys-tems is presented afterwards.The structure of the reduction is depicted in �gure 1. Recall that �0 is theset of �xpoint-free expressions of the modal �-calculus, i.e., the expressions ofthe propositional modal logic. The equivalence classes of �0 together with theimplication ordering form a lattice (�0=,;)), the Lindenbaum algebra of�0. The powerset of the state space S = fs1; : : : ; sng with the inclusion orderforms a complete lattice (P(S);�). The evaluation function k kTV : �0 ! P(S)9



is monotone. The extension of the evaluation function from �0 to expressionsover �0 maps modal operators [a]; hai to set operators [[a]]T ; hhaiiT , modalvariables to set variables and the logical operators ^;_ to the set operators\;[. Thus we get a �xpoint expression over the powerset of the state space.De�ning false � true the Boolean lattice (IBjSj;�jSj) with pointwise ordering isisomorphic to (P(S);�). The last step leads from a vector expression in IBjSj toan in�nite Boolean equation system; a �xpoint equation over in�nite Booleanvectors is split into an in�nite number of �xpoint equations over Booleans.Formally, the reduction is performed as follows. The function E1 transformsa nested modal �-calculus formula to a sequence of simple modal �-calculusexpressions. By introduction of new variables and constants it also reduceseach right-hand side expression to a single variable, constant, modality, dis-junction or conjunction (and no combination of those). E1 refers to a set offunctions fE1;E2; : : :g, which create the Boolean equations within one block.Each Ei for i 2 N is related to state si of the transition system.We omit the argument M of E1 when it is clear from the context.E1(Q) = �E1(X) = �E1(�1 ^�2) = E1(�1) E1(�2)E1(�1 _�2) = E1(�1) E1(�2)E1([a]�) = E1(�)E1(hai�) = E1(�)E1(�X:�1 _�2) = (�X1=E1(X 0 _ X 00)) (�X2=E2(X 0 _ X 00)) : : :E1(�X 0 = �1) E1(�X 00 = �2) for fresh X 0,X 00E1(�X:�1 ^�2) = (�X1=E1(X 0 ^ X 00)) (�X2=E2(X 0 ^ X 00)) : : :E1(�X 0 = �1) E1(�X 00 = �2) for fresh X 0,X 00E1(�X:�) = (�X1=E1(�)) (�X2=E2(�)) : : : E1(�)if � is not a conjunction or disjunction
10



and for i 2 NEi(Q) =8<: true if si 2 V(Q)false elseEi(X) =XiEi([a]�) =Vsi a!sj Ej(�)Ei(hai�) =Wsi a!sj Ej(�)Ei(�X:�) =XiThe transformation function E1 also maps to a valuation V an environment�V de�ned as �V(Xi) = true i� si 2 V(X).Theorem 18 The property �X:� holds at state si of transition system T inthe model M = (T ;V), si j=M �X:�, i� the corresponding in�nite Booleanequation system has the solution true for Xi, i.e. for all environments �V it isthe case that ([[E1((�X=�);M)]] �V) (Xi) = true.Scetch of the proof: The step from a nested modal �-calculus expressionto a sequence of simple modal �-calculus expressions expressions is proved byproposition 37 in the appendix. The steps from modal �-calculus to the powerset of the state space and then further to Boolean equation systems followsthe structure in �gure 1 and is straightforward.4.2 Reducing Boolean Equation SystemsIn this section we will construct a model checking problem for a given in�niteBoolean equation system. We restrict the construction to Boolean equationsystems that are closed, i.e. which do not contain free variables.Theorem 19 For a closed Boolean equation system E there exists a propo-sition of the modal �-calculus � and a model M = (T ;V), such that for avariable renaming function � on the variables of E, all X 2 lhs(E) and envi-ronments � ([[E]]�)(X) = ([[E(�;M)]] �)(�(X)):The proof consists of the construction, which, informally, works as follows:First, each block is split into two blcks, one containing only disjunctions,the other one containing only conjunctions. Later, two schemes of �-calculusequations will be assigned to the blocks, one scheme for disjunctive blocks,one for conjunctive blocks.Second, the equation system has to be transformed into an equivalent one,where a block may contain variables from the directly subsequent block, butnot from other subsequent ones. The technique to achieve this form is by11



introduction of additional variables and equations. The purpose is to producea simple dependency structure of variables, such that the �-calculus equationassigned to each block can simply be combined into one �-calculus expression.Third, a transition system is constructed, where transitions are added accord-ing to the variable indices appearing in the equations. The �-calculus equationsare created and combined into one formula.The steps in detail:Given a closed Boolean equation system E � �1B1 : : : �kBk for k 2 N.(1) Split each block �iBi into two blocks, �iBid followed by �iBic, where �iBiccontains the equations with conjunctions of �iBi and �iBid the disjunc-tions. This transformation preserves the solution according to theorem27. Rename variables, such that the left-hand side variables of the i-th block are of the form Xi;l for some l 2 N. Now, there are 2k blocks� 01B 01 : : : � 02kB 02k.(2) Introduce fresh variables and equations in each block iteratively. Startwith block 1, and let i always be the number of the actual block.� Rename variables of subsequent, but not directly subsequent blocks:for i + 1 < j � 2k block �iB 0i becomes �iB 0i[Xj;l=Yi+1;j;l] for l 2 N andYi+1;j;l being fresh variables.� Add to block �i+1B 0i+1 the equations �i+1Yi+1;j;l = Xj;l for i+1 < j � 2k.Each of these steps preserves the solution according to lemma 16. Finally,just for name convention, rename variables in the whole system again,such that in each block �iB 0i the left-hand side variables are Xi;l for l 2 N.(3) Create action labels, such that each block has its own set of action labelsand each set contains as many action labels as there are blocks; the wholeset of action labels is then iL = fai;jj1 � i; j � 2kg. If block �iB 0i containsonly disjunctions, then the modal �-calculus formula for that block withi+ 1 < 2k is �i � �iXi: _1�j�i+1hai;jiXj:Dually, if block �iB 0i contains only conjunctions, then�i � �iXi: ^1�j�i+1[ai;j]Xjis the �-calculus formula for that block. For the last block the formulaeare as above, only the index j is restricted to the interval 1 � j � 2k.The formulae �i can now be plugged together in a linear way:� � (: : : ((�1[X2=�2])[X3=�3]) : : :)[X2k=�2k]:(4) Create a transition system. The set of states is S = fsiji 2 Ng. For eachvariable Xk;l appearing on the right-hand side of an equation with left-hand side Xi;j add a transition from sj to sl labelled with ai;k.12



Steps 1 and 2 are transformations on a Boolean equation system that preservethe solution. To justify that steps 3 and 4 are correct, we have just to applythe transformation back, from a model checking problem to Boolean equationsystem, and see, that the back-transformed system is the one we started from.Example 20 For convenience the example presented here is a �nite one. In-�nite operations (like introduction of in�nitely many new equations) are re-stricted to a �nite number of operations that are necessary for the example.(1) Boolean equation system, split into disjunctive and conjunctive blocks, andrenaming of variables�X11 = X21 _ X32�X12 = X31 ^ X33�X21 = X11 _ X33�X31 = X12 _ X32�X32 = X21 ^ X12�X33 = X31 _ X21 �X11 = X21 _ X32�X12 = X31 ^ X33�X21 = X11 _ X33�X31 = X12 _ X32�X33 = X31 _ X21�X32 = X21 ^ X12 �X11 = X31 _ X51�X21 = X41 ^ X42�X31 = X11 _ X42�X41 = X21 _ X51�X42 = X41 _ X31�X51 = X31 ^ X21(2) Introduce fresh variables, add equations, and rename again�X11 = Y231 _ Y251�X21 = Y341 ^ Y342�Y231 = X31�Y241 = Y341�Y242 = Y342�Y251 = Y351�X31 = X11 _ X42�Y341 = X41�Y342 = X42�Y351 = Y451�X41 = X21 _ X51�X42 = X41 _ X31�Y451 = X51�X51 = X31 ^ X21
�X11 = X22 _ X25�X21 = X32 ^ X33�X22 = X31�X23 = X32�X24 = X33�X25 = X34�X31 = X11 _ X42�X32 = X41�X33 = X42�X34 = X43�X41 = X21 _ X51�X42 = X41 _ X31�X43 = X51�X51 = X31 ^ X2113



(3) assign a modal �-calculus formula to each block�1 � �X1:ha11iX1 _ ha12iX2�2 � �X2:[a21]X1 ^ [a22]X2 ^ [a23]X3�3 � �X3:ha31iX1 _ ha32iX2 _ ha33iX3 _ ha34iX4�4 � �X4:ha41iX1 _ ha42iX2 _ ha43iX3 _ ha44iX4 _ ha45iX5�5 � �X5:[a51]X1 ^ [a52]X2 ^ [a53]X3 ^ [a54]X4 ^ [a55]X5The resulting combined formula is now:� � �X1:ha11iX1 _ha12i �X2:[a21]X1 ^ [a22]X2 ^[a23] �X3:ha31iX1 _ ha32iX2 _ ha33iX3 _ha34i �X4:ha41iX1 _ ha42iX2 _ ha43iX3 _ ha44iX4 _ha45i �X5:[a51]X1 ^ [a52]X2 ^ [a53]X3 ^ [a54]X4 ^ [a55]X5(4) Create a transition system (for readability we skipped the \s"s at the states,the \a"s from the action labels and left only the indices)�������� ��������
����bbbbbbbb """""""

bbbbbbbbbbbb������������1 23 523 23, 34 23, 34
445 1223

12, 23, 3431, 42, 45, 52, 5323, 34, 43, 44
Fig. 2. Transition System14



5 Solving Boolean Equation SystemsIn this section a method is presented that solves in�nite Boolean equationsystems. Essential to the method is to �nd a proper �nite abstraction of thein�nite system. This is a nondeterministic step, which at the same time is alsothe source of undecidability of the problem. The algorithm that solves the�nite abstraction iteratively reduces the equation system by one variable andequation after the other until the solution is determined. Unlike other algo-rithms for modal �-calculus model checking, it does not require backtrackingtechniques. It can be regarded as an extension of \Gau� elimination" [12] forthe �nite case.The method here is also related to the tableau system of Brad�eld and Stirling[5,4]. Roughly, the main di�erence is, that the top-down strategy of the tableauis replaced by a bottom-up evaluation of equation systems. Doing this has twoconsequences: backtracking can be avoided completely and the sophisticatedsuccess criterion for tableaux collapses.5.1 Finite abstractions of in�nite Boolean equation systemsThe �nite representations we give here apply only to in�nite Boolean equationsystems which contain no proper disjunctions (i.e. if there exist disjunctions,then they consist of not more than one disjunct). Therefore theorem 17 iscrucial: for every in�nite Boolean equation system E there exists another in�-nite Boolean equation system E 0 without proper disjunctions, but having thesame solution as E. Altogether, there are two nondeterministic steps: from anin�nite Boolean equation system to one without proper disjuntions, and thenfurther to a �nite representation of the latter.The kind of Boolean equation systems which will be introduced here is called\set based". Intuitively, in a Boolean equation system derived from a modelchecking problem there is one variable for each pair consisting of a state and a�xpoint variable. The variable will be true, if the �xpoint formula correspond-ing to this variable holds at the state. Here, this idea generalizes to variablesfor pairs consisting of a set of states and a �xpoint variable, and the variablewill be true, if the corresponding �xpoint formula holds at all states containedin the set. The sets considered here may of course contain in�nitely manystates and this is the source for �nite representations.Encoded in a set based Boolean equation system will be a transformation �to an in�nite Boolean equation system. The semantics of a set based Booleanequation system is then de�ned by the semantics of the in�nite Boolean equa-tion system, to which it is transformed. Technically, each right-hand side vari-able in a set based Boolean equation system is equipped with a partial mapping�.For the state space S and some M � S let the function � be � : M! P(S).15



Then we also de�ne �(N) = Ss2N\M �(s) for N � S. The concatenation �2��1and union �1 [ �2 of �2 :M2 ! P(S) and �1 : M1 ! P(S) are de�ned in theusual way:�2 � �1 : 8<:M1 ! P(S)s1 7! fs 2 S j 9s2 2M2:s2 2 �1(s1) and s 2 �2(s2)g�1 [ �2 : 8<:M1 [M2 ! P(S)s 7! �1(s) [ �2(s)Given a function � : M! P(S) de�ne�0 def= Id; the identity function�i+1 def= �i � ��� def= Si2IN �iAn order <� onM � S is de�ned by a function �: for s1; s2 2M de�ne s1 < s2if s1 2 �(s2). We will say � is wellfounded, if <� is wellfounded.We now de�ne the syntax of set based Boolean equation systems.De�nition 21 A set based Boolean equation is of the form:�(X;M) = ĵ2J(Xj;Mj; �j);where� � 2 f�; �g,� J is a �nite index set,� M;Mj � S for all j 2 J,� (X;M) 2 X is a Boolean variable,� (Xj;Mj) 2 X [ ftrue; falseg,� �j : M!Mj for all j 2 J.A set based Boolean equation system is a �nite sequence of set based Booleanequations.The semantics of a set based Boolean equation system E is de�ned via atransformation T of E to an in�nite Boolean equation system. Informally, aset based equation �(X;M) = Vj2J(Xj;Mj; �j) will be mapped to a set ofin�nite Boolean equations, each of the form �Xs = fs, where s 2M and fs isa conjunction which will be de�ned below.Assume M = fs 01; s 02; : : :g. ThenT(�) = �T( (�(X;M)=Vj2J(Xj;Mj; �j)) E ) =(�Xs 01 = Vj2J Vt2�j(s 01) Xj;t) (�Xs 02 = Vj2JVt2�j(s 02) Xj;t) : : :T(E)16



where� Xs 0i 2 X ,� Xj;t 2 X [ ftrue; falseg,� Xj;t = true if Xj = true,� Xj;t = false if Xj = false.De�nition 22 The semantics of a set based Boolean equation system E isde�ned relatively to an environment � and is itself an environment.[[E]]� = � 0, where � 0((X;M)) = (Vs2M Xs)([[T(E)]]�)It is easy to see, that if in Vj2J(Xj;Mj; �j) for one of the disjuncts(Xj;Mj) = false, then the in�nite disjunction also gets false, i.e.,([[(�(X;M) = Vj2J(Xj;Mj; �j)) E ]]�)((X;M)) = false.5.2 Elimination methodIn this section we present an elimination method for set based Boolean equa-tion systems. Iteratively one variable and equation after the other are elimi-nated from a set-based equation system until the solution is determined.There are two basic steps: the elimination step allows to eliminate the theleft-hand side variable of an equation on its right-hand side; the substitutionstep allows to substitute all occurrences of a variable (X;M) by the expressionon the right-hand side of an equation �(X;N) = : : :.First we show the substitution step. When performing one substitution step ina set based Boolean equation system E this stands for a possibly in�nite num-ber of simultaneous substitution steps in the corresponding in�nite Booleanequation system T(E).Lemma 23 Let� E1, E2, E3 be set based Boolean equation systems,� M;N;N 0 � S, where N � N 0� assuming that for all j 2 J it is Y 6= XjfM=(Y;N; �Y) ^ ĵ2J(Xj;Mj; �j);fN 0 = k̂2K(Yk;Nk; �k);f 0M= k̂2K(Yk;Nk; �Y � �k) ^ ĵ2J(Xj;Mj; �j);� � an environment.Then [[E1 (�X(X;M)=fM) E2 (�Y(Y;N 0)=fN) E3]]�= [[E1 (�X(X;M)=f 0M) E2 (�Y(Y;N 0)=fN) E3]]�.The proof is in the appendix.Next we show the elimination step. In case of �nite Boolean equation systems17



the right-hand side occurrences of the left-hand side variable may just besubstituted by true or false. Here when eliminating a variable additionallythe mappings � of all other right-hand side variables of this equation areextended. Intuitively this corresponds to the investigation of extended pathsin the tableau method.Lemma 24 Let� E1 and E2 be set based Boolean equation systems,� �(X;M) = (X;M; �) ^ Vi2I(Xi;Mi; �i) a set based Boolean equation,� � an environment, and� � 0 def= [[E1 (�(X;M)=(X;M; �) ^Vi2I(Xi;Mi; �i)) E2]]�If � = � then � 0 = [[E1(�(X;M) = Vi2I(Xi;Mi; �i � ��))E2]]�.If � = � and � is wellfounded then � 0 is as in the case for � = �,if � is not wellfounded then � 0((X;M)) = false.A proof can be found in the appendix.Based on these both lemmata is the algorithm below. Its task is to show thatfor an in�nite Boolean equation system E and environment� it is ([[E]]�)(Xs) =true. Creating an equation �(Z; S 0) = g includes a nondeterministic choice:from each disjunction on the right-hand side of an equation �Zs=gs in E onedisjunct is selected, whereas all other equations �Zs=gs remain unchanged.All these equations are collected in the block T(�(Z; S 0)=g). Evaluation Evalof conjunctions is here done by the following rules:(true; �)^ î2I(Xi;Mi; �i)= î2I(Xi;Mi; �i)(false; �)^ î2I(Xi;Mi; �i)= (false; �)^ ;=(true; �) for any �The algorithm in pseudo code is as follows:Create an equation �X(X;M)=fX, such that s 2M;E 0 := �X(X;M)=fX;Apply, if possible, an elimination step;fX := Eval(fX);while not fX = (true; �) or fX = (false; �)do Select (Y;N; �Y) from fX;Create an equation �Y(Y;N 0)=fY, where N � N 0;Insert �Y(Y;N 0)=fY in E 0 according to the transformation;Apply all possible elimination steps and substitution steps;Evaluate each equation �Z(Z;M 0)=Eval(fZ);od 18



So far we presented an algorithm for solving set based Boolean equation sys-tems and proved it correct. The question is still, whether it is always possibleto �nd a representation of an in�nite Boolean equation system as set basedBoolean equation system such that from solving the latter the solution of the�rst can be derived.Proposition 25 For an in�nite Boolean equation system E and environment�, where ([[E]]�)(Xs) = true the algorithm can evaluate a variable (X;M) totrue, where s 2M.Proof: The algorithm includes two sorts of nondeterministic choices. The oneis the choice of disjuncts in the in�nite Boolean equation system E. Theorem 17says that there exists a choice of disjuncts such that the solution is preserved.The other nondeterministic choice consists in the selection of a set of stateswhen creating a new equation. (Note that this choice is comparable to the thinrule in the tableau method.) We have to make sure that there exist choices,such that the resulting set based system contains only a �nite number ofequations. The simplest choice is collecting all variables of a block, whichhave the solution true, i.e. NY def= fs 2 S j ([[E]]�)(Ys)g = true. For each block ofE there exists one set of this kind, and therefore there is just a �nite numberof these sets. When restricting the choice of sets to these NY the resulting setbased system E 0 is �nite. Note that it contains all variables of the system Ewhich have the solution true. Hence there are enough equations in order toapply the substitution and elimination steps, which are correct according tolemmata 24 and 23. �5.3 ExamplesWe want to demonstrate the elimination method by two examples. The prob-lems are both contained in [4].For the transition system T below we want to show the property that everypath starting at s has only �nite length. In terms of modal �-calculus this is:s 2 jj�Z:[-]Z jjTV .bbbbbPP@@@@@@QQTTTTTTTTTTTBB ��XX��XX��XX ��XX��XX ��XX��XX s11s22s33 s10s21s32 s31s20 s30s s00��� � � �In a �rst step we derive the in�nite Boolean equation system for the model19



checking problem above.�Zs = Vi2IN Zsii�Zsij = Zsi(j-1) for i; j 2 IN and 0 < i � j�Zsi0 = true for i 2 INThe next step is to �nd a representation as set based Boolean equation system.In general this is the part where the knowledge about system and propertyto prove comes in. On one hand in each disjunction of the in�nite system onedisjunct has to be selected, which is not necessary in the case here. On theother hand for each block of the in�nite system a suitable partition of the statespace has to be found. As abbreviation we introduce the sets and mappingsM1 def= f(i; i) j i 2 IN n f0ggM2 def= f(i; j) 2 IN� IN j 0 < j � igM3 def= f(i; 0) 2 IN� INg�0 : s 7! f(0; 0)g�1 : s 7!M1�2 : 8>>><>>>:M2 ! P(M2)(i; j) 7! f(i; j- 1)g for j > 1(i; 1) 7! ;�3 : 8>>><>>>:M2 ! P(M3)(i; j) 7! ; for j > 1(i; 1) 7! f(i; 0)g�? will denote an arbitrary mappingThe set based Boolean equation system is then:�(Z; fsg) = (Z;M1; �1)^ (Z; f(0; 0)g; �0) (1)�(Z;M2) = (Z;M2; �2)^ (Z;M3; �3) (2)�(Z;M3) = (true; �?) (3)The procedure of solving this equation system is now done in detail. We sub-stitute the right-hand side of equation 3 into equation 2 getting for equation2:�(Z;M2) = (Z;M2; �2)^ (true; �?) (4)Next we apply an elimination step to equation 4. Because �2 is wellfoundedwe get: 20



�(Z;M2) = (true; �?) (5)In the last step we substitute the right-hand sides of equations 5 and 3 intoequation 1.�(Z; fsg) = (true; �?)^ (true; �?) (6)=(true; �?) (7)which gives the expected result Zs = true or s 2 jj�Z:[-]Z jjTV . CThe second example is originally a Petri Net example in [4]. Here we demon-strate its version based on a transition system. The property to prove is thaton all paths a c-transition occurs only �nitely often. This will be shown forthe initial state s00 of the transition system below and the corresponding ex-pression is s00 2 jj�Y:�Z:[c]Y^ [-c]Z jjTV .s01 s03 : : :s11 : : :c c c cs00 s02s10 s12 s13We immediately present a set based system, where it is assumed that i 2 f1; 2g,j; k 2 IN and k > 0. De�ne the mappings�1((1; j)) =8<: f(1; j)g for j � 1; for j = 0�2((1; j)) =8<: ; for j � 1f(1; 0)g for j = 0�3((0; j)) = f(0; j+ 1)g�4((0; j)) = f(1; j)g�5((1; k)) =8<: f(1; k- 1)g ) for k > 1; for k = 1�6((1; 1)) = f(1; 0)g 21



Then a set based Boolean equation system equivalent to the model checkingproblem is:� (Y; f(0; j)g) = (Z; f(0; j)g; id ) (8)� (Y; f(1; j)g) = (Z; f(1; k)g; �1 ) ^ (Z; f(1; 0)g; �2 ) (9)� (Z; f(0; j)g) = (Z; f(0; j)g; �3 ) ^ (Y; f(1; j)g; �4 ) (10)� (Z; f(1; k)g) = (Z; f(1; k)g; �5 ) ^ (Z; f(1; 0)g; �6 ) (11)� (Z; f(1; 0)g) = (true; �? ) (12)After substitution of equation 12 into equations 11 and 9 and elimination stepsin equations 10 and 11 we get:� (Y; f(0; j)g) = (Z; f(0; j)g; id ) (13)� (Y; f(1; j)g) = (Z; f(1; k)g; �1 ) ^ (true; �? ) (14)� (Z; f(0; j)g) = (Y; f(1; j)g; �4 � ��3 ) (15)� (Z; f(1; k)g) = (true; �? ) (16)� (Z; f(1; 0)g) = (true; �? ) (17)Now we substitute the right-hand side of equation 15 in equation 13 and also16 in 14.� (Y; f(0; j)g) = (Y; f(1; j)g; id � �4 � ��3 ) (18)� (Y; f(1; j)g) = (true; �? ) (19): : :The last substitution of 19 in 18 gives the result� (Y; f(0; j)g) = (true; �? )and it is proved that s00 2 jj�Y:�Z:[c]Y^ [-c]Z jjTV . C6 ConclusionIn this paper we investigated the modal �-calculus veri�cation problem for sys-tems with in�nite state spaces. Our approach to solving this problem involvesits translation into an algebraic problem: solving in�nite Boolean equationsystems.For that purpose in�nite Boolean equation systems were introduced and their\algebraic behaviour" was illustrated by a set of properties.It was shown that modal �-calculus model checking for in�nite state systemsis an equivalent problem to solving in�nite Boolean equation systems by re-ductions in both directions.An algorithm was derived that solves in�nite Boolean equation systems. Onone hand it is a generalization of a elimination method for the �nite case22



[12], on the other hand it is also related to the tableau system of Brad�eldand Stirling [5,4]. The kind of abstraction that is needed is the same for bothmethods: choosing a nondeterministic successor in a tableau corresponds tothe selection of one variable out of a disjunction (theorem 17), and creatingsets of states is equivalent to creating sets of Boolean variables. Di�erent is theevaluation: whereas the tableau system follows a top-down strategy, the elim-ination method here solves the equation system in a bottom-up manner. Thisresults in two advantages: backtracking together with the inherent blow-up isavoided, and the sophisticated success criterion for tableaux, which requiresconsideration of well-foundedness in extended paths through the tableau, isreduced to well-foundedness of mappings of natural numbers.A next step is, of course, to investigate the structure of Boolean equation sys-tems for restricted classes of in�nite systems, such as context free processesand push-down processes (e.g. [6]). A uniform structure that generates anin�nite system also induces a uniform structure on a Boolean equation sys-tem. The key point here is, whether it is possible to derive (according to therules of section 5) automatically a �nite abstraction on equation systems thatproduces a system solvable by the elimination method.An interesting aspect is the close relation between Boolean equation systemsand games [15]. Similar to the �nite case ([13]) there is an equivalence be-tween problems in both theories. For Boolean equation systems the questionis, whether the solution for a variable is false or true. The equivalent question ingame theory is, which player has a winning strategy in a graph game. Booleanequation systems are algebraic objects and their properties can be described inan algebraic manner. Games on in�nite graphs are located in a very di�erenttheory with its own, di�erent methods. However, properties of Boolean equa-tion systems also have an interpretation for games on in�nite graphs. E.g.,theorem 17 translated to a game setting shows the existence of history-freewinning strategies. Both areas also may help for a better understanding ofin�nity in the model checking problem.References[1] H.R. Andersen. Model checking and boolean graphs. In Proceedings of 4thEuropean Symposium on Programming, ESOP'92, volume 582 of Lecture Noteson Computer Science, 1992.[2] A. Arnold and P. Crubille. A linear algorithm to solve �xed-point equations ontransition systems. Information Processing Letters, 29:57{66, 1988.[3] H. Beki�c. Hans Beki�c: Programming Languages and Their De�nition, volume177 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, chapter De�nable operations ingeneral algebras, and the theory of automata and ow charts. Springer, 1984.[4] J. C. Brad�eld. Verifying Temporal Properties of Systems. Birkh�auser, 1992.23
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AppendixA Fixpoints: PreliminariesFirst, we recall the basic �xpint theorems from Tarski [16] and Beki�c [3].Theorem 26 Let (A;�) be a complete lattice, f : A ! A a monotone func-tion, and P the set of all �xpoints of f. Then P is not empty and the system(P;�) is a complete lattice; in particular the least �xpoint is �X:f(X) = Vfa 2A j f(a) � ag and the greatest �xpoint is �X:f(X) = Wfa 2 A j f(a) � ag.Theorem 27 (Elimination of simultaneous �xpoints) Let (A;�) and (B;�)be complete lattices, f : A� B! A and g : A� B! B monotone functions.Then �(X;Y):(f(X;Y); g(X;Y)) = (a; b)where a = �X:f(X;�Y:g(X;Y)), and b = �Y:g(a; Y):The next properties (for monotone f) can be found e.g. in [9].Proposition 28 (i) f(�X:f(X)) = �X:f(X)(ii) If f(a) � a then �X:f(X) � a.(iii) If f(a) � a then �X:f(X) � a.(iv) If f(a) � g(a) for all a 2 A then �X:f(X) � �X:g(X).(v) If f(a) = f(b) for all a; b 2 A then �X:f(X) = f(X).(vi) �X:f(X) = �X:f(f(X))Tarski's theorem shows the existence of a least and greatest �xpoint, but noconstructive method to yield it. This is the subject of the next well-knowntheorem based on approximants. It is presented here in its general version,using trans�nite iteration (see [11]).De�nition 29 Let (A;�) be a complete lattice andf : A ! A a monotone function. Then ��X:f is an approximant term, where� is an ordinal. The approximant terms are de�ned by trans�nite induction:�0X:f(X) def= ?�0X:f(X) def= >��+1X:f(X) def= f(��X:f(X))��X:f(X) def= W�<� ��X:f(X)��X:f(X) def= V�<� ��X:f(X)where � is a limit ordinal. 25



Proposition 30 For a complete lattice (A;�) and a monotone function f :A! A �X:f(X) = _�2Ord��X:f(X)�X:f(X) = ^�2Ord��X:f(X)where Ord is the class of all ordinals.Moreover there exists an ordinal � of cardinality less or equal to that of Asuch that for � � �: �X:f(X) = ��X:f(X)and, dually, �X:f(X) = ��X:f(X):B Fixpoint-equation systemsA key for proving properties about in�nite Boolean equation systems is moregeneral kind of equation systems: we call them �xpoint-equation systems. Suchequation systems consist of only �nite sequences of equations, and they areinterpreted over complete lattices. Intuitively, one �xpoint-equation over thecomplete lattice of in�nite Boolean vectors is equivalent to a block of a Booleanequation systems. Hence, the strategy is to prove properties about �xpoint-equation systems and apply them to in�nite Boolean equation systems.Consider (A;�) being a complete lattice, and X a set of variables over A. Anenvironment � is a function � : X ! A, and the de�nitions for environmentsin section 3 can easily be extended to complete lattices.De�nition 31 Let (A;�) be a complete lattice.A �xpoint-equation system over A is a �nite sequence of equations of theform (�X=f), where f : An ! A for some n 2 IN is a monotone function.The empty sequence is denoted by �.Again, E; E 0; E1; : : : will range over �xpoint-equation systems. The assumptionsabout uniqueness of left-hand side variables, and notions of free and boundvariables apply also here. 26



The semantics of a �xpoint-equation system is given via an operator [ ].De�nition 32 Let (A;�) be a complete lattice, E a �xpoint-equation systemover A, and � : X ! A an environment. The solution of E with respect to theenvironment � is inductively de�ned by[�]� def= �[(�X=f) E]� def= [E] � [X=�X:f([E]�)][(�X=f) E]� def= [E] � [X=�X:f([E]�)]where�X:f([E]�) = Vfa ja � f([E]� [X=a])g�X:f([E] �) = Wfa ja � f([E]� [X=a])gNote, that if all variables of rhs(E) are bound, then [E]�1 = [E]�2 holdsfor all environments �1; �2. There exists an alternative characterization of thesolution of a �xpoint-equation system, which in some contexts will be moresuitable.De�nition 33 Given a �xpoint-equation system E we de�ne a lexicographicorder �E on environments.�1 �� �2 i� �1 = �2Let E � (�X=f) E 0.�1 �E �2 i� �1(X) < �2(X) or �1(X) = �2(X) and �1 �E 0 �2.Dually, if E � (�X=f) E 0, then�1 �E �2 i� �1(X) > �2(X) or �1(X) = �2(X) and �1 �E 0 �2.Proposition 34 The solution of [�]� is �.The solution of [(�X= f) E]� is the lexicographically least (w.r.t (�X= f) E)environment �1 satisfying:(i) f(�1) = �1(X) and(ii) �1 is the solution of [E]� [X=�1(X) ].
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Proof: Assume that � = �. The case � = � is dually.(3) �1 = [E]� [X=�1(X)] from (2)(4) �1(X) = f([E]� [X=�1(X) ]) from (1)(5) �1(X) � Tfa j a � f([E]� [X=a])g from (3) and (4)on the other hand for(6) � 01 def= [E]� [X=�X:f([E]�) ](7) f(� 01) = � 01(X)(8) � 01(X) � �1(X) �1 is lex. least env.ful�lling (1) and (2)(9) �1(X) = �X:f([E]�) ] from (5) and (8)For E = (�1X1=f1)(�2X2=f2) : : : (�nXn=fn) let E (i) def= (�iXi=fi) : : : (�nXn=fn) for 1 � i � n.Corollary 35 If [E]� = � 0 then [E (i)]� 0 = � 0 for 1 � i � n.Proof: follows directly from proposition 34Generally, �xpoint-equation systems extend the notation of nested �xpoint-expressions. To make this connection precise is the purpose of the next def-inition and proposition. It will be needed for reduction of model checkingto Boolean equation systems. We now de�ne a transformation from �xpointexpressions to �xpoint-equation systems and show that the semantic is pre-served.De�nition 36 Let �X:f be a �xpoint expression over a lattice (A;�), wheref is a monotone function on A consisting of constants, variables, �xpoint ex-pressions, the lattice operations _ and ^ and additionally a set of monotoneki-ary operations on A, denoted by Op(ki)i for some i 2 IN. Assume that in�X:f names are unique, i.e. each variable is bound only once by a �xpointoperator. E maps �X:f to a �xpoint-equation system and is de�ned as follows:E(a) = �E(X) = �E(f1 ^ f2) = E(f1)E(f2)E(f1 _ f2) = E(f1)E(f2)E(Op(ki)i (f1; : : : ; fki)) = E(f1) : : :E(fki)E(�X:f) = (�X=E 0(f)) (E(f))28



E 0(a) = aE 0(X) = XE 0(f1 ^ f2) = E 0(f1) ^E 0(f2)E 0(f1 _ f2) = E 0(f1) _E 0(f2)E 0(Op(ki)i (f1; : : : ; fki)) = Op(ki)i (E 0(f1); : : : ;E 0(fki))E 0(�X:f) = XThe transformation is divided into two functions. One, E, maps the tree-likestructure of a �xpoint expression to a sequence of expressions. The other one,E 0 turns expressions into �xpoint equations.Proposition 37 Let �X:f be a �xpoint expression over a lattice (A;�) and� an arbitrary environment.Then (�X:f)(�) = ([E(�X:f)]�)(X).For the proof of this proposition we need a property of �xpoint-equatin systemsconcerning the independence of equations with di�erent variables.Lemma 38 Let E1 and E2 be �xpoint-equation systems, such that{ lhs(E1) \ lhs(E2) = ;,{ lhs(E1) \ rhs(E2) = ;,{ lhs(E2) \ rhs(E1) = ;.Then [E1][E2]� = [E1E2]�Proof of proposition 37 The proof isby induction on the structure of E.{ Assume �X:f is an unnested expression, i.e. E(�X:f) = �X:f, and � anenvironment.([�X:f]� )(X) = ([�]� [X=�X:f([�]�)])(X)= (� [X=�X:f(�)])(X)= (�X:f)(�)The same holds for unnested �X:f{ Now assume that �1X1:f1; : : : ; �lXl:fl are the direct �xpoint subformulae of�X:f (and by assumption the names of variables in �xpoint expressions areunique, such that X1 does not occur in �2X2:f2; : : : ; �lXl:fl etc.). Further-more let for 1 � i � l and S � A[E(�iXi:fi)]� [X=S] def= [Ei]� [X=S] = (�iXi:fi)(�[X=S])([�X:f]� )(X) = ([(�X:E 0(f))E(�1X1:f1) : : :E(�lXl:fl)]� )(X)= ([(�X:E 0(f))E1 : : : El]� )(X)= ([E1 : : : El]� [X=�X:(E 0(f)([E1 : : : El]�))])(X)29



=�X:(E 0(f)([E1 : : : El]�)) ( lemma 38)=�X:(E 0(f)([E1] : : : [El]�)=�X:(E 0(f)(� [X1=�1X1:f1; : : : ; �lXl:fl))= (�X:f)(�)Again the same holds for nested �X:f.In the following we present a collection of properties of �xpoint equation sys-tems which describe equivalence and order relations on their solutions. The�rst one states that a �xpoint-equation system is a monotone operator onenvironments.Lemma 39 If �1 � �2 then [E]�1 � [E]�2.Proof: by induction.For all �1 � �2 it is the case that [�]�1 = �1 � �2 = [�]�2.induction hypothesis: Assume that for all �1 � �2 it is [E]�1 � [E]�2.induction step: [E]�1 � [E]�2�X:f([E]�1) � �X:f([E]�2) (f and �X:are monotone)�1[X=�X:f([E]�1)] � �2[X=�X:f([E]�1)] ( de�nition of �)[E]�1[X=�X:f([E]�1)] � [E]�2[X=�X:f([E]�1)] (ind. hyp.)[(�X=f) E] �1 � [(�X=f) E]�2 (de�nition ofsemantics)Corollary 40 [E]�1 _ [E]�2 � [E](�1 _ �2), and[E]�1 ^ [E]�2 � [E](�1 ^ �2).We de�ne an equivalence relation � and an order - on �xpoint-equation sys-tems, relating those that have the same solution, or solutions ordered by �respectively, for all environments. It extends the equivalence relation � de�nedin [17] for �nite Boolean equation systems.De�nition 41 De�ne E1 � E2 i� [E1]� = [E2]� for all environments �.De�ne E1 - E2 i� [E1]� � [E2]� for all environments �.Equivalence and ordering of �xpoint-equation systems is preserved for pre�x-ing of equations. For equivalence on Boolean equation systems this result wasstated in [17].Lemma 42 If E1 � E2 then EE1 � EE2.If E1 - E2 then EE1 - EE2.Proof: For the second part we show [(�X = f) E1]� � [(�X = f) E2]�. The30



lemma as stated follows then from iterative application of the weaker state-ment.[(�X=f) E1]� = [E1]� [X=�X:f([E1]�)]� [E1]� [X=�X:f([E2]�)]� [E2]� [X=�X:f([E2]�)]= [(�X=f) E2]� :The �rst part follows the immediately.De�nition 43 Let for some n 2 N{ E1 � (�1X1=f1) : : : (�nXn=fn),{ E2 � (�1X1=g1) : : : (�nXn=gn).Then E1 � E2 i� fi � gi.E1 _ E2 def= (�1X1 = f1 _ g1) : : : (�nXn = fn _ gn),E1 ^ E2 def= (�1X1 = f1 ^ g1) : : : (�nXn = fn ^ gn),Lemma 44 If E1 � E2 then also E1 - E2Proof: by structural inductionAssume f � g. Then[�X=f]�= �[X=(�X:f)(�)]��[X=(�X:g)(�)]= [�X=g]�Assume f � g and E1 � E2 with [E1]� � [E2]�.[(�X=f) E1]�= [E1]� [X=�X:f([E1]�)]� [E1]� [X=�X:g([E1]�)]� [E1]� [X=�X:g([E2]�)]� [E2]� [X=�X:g([E2]�)]= [(�X=g) E2]�Corollary 45 [E1]� _ [E2]� � [E1 _ E2]� , and[E1]� ^ [E2]� � [E1 ^ E2]� .The following lemma extends a property for Boolean equation systems in [17]to �xpoint-equation systems.Lemma 46 If ([(�X=f) E]� )(X)=([(�X=g) E]� )(X)then [(�X=f) E]� = [(�X=g) E]�:31



Proof: Follows directly from proposition 34.The next both lemmata deal with a quite natural property: when knowingparts of the solution then these parts may be \removed" from the equationsystem preserving the solution. This allows stepwise solving and reductionmethods for �xpoint-equation systems.Lemma 47 Let{ E � E1 (�X=f) E2,{ ([E]� )(X) = a, and{ E 0 � E1 (�X=a) E2.Then [E]� = [E 0]� .Proof: Note that here we can not simply apply proposition 34 or lemma 42,because the equivalence [(�X=f) E2]� = [(�X=a) E2]� does not hold for allenvironments �.The proof is done by contradiction. We assume that for [E 0]� def= � 01 it is� 01 6= �1 and derive an in�nite number of subsystems of E and E 0, which musthave di�erent solutions.�1 and � 01 coincide in all variables which are not bound in E, or E 0 respectively.Let n be the number of equations of E. For all i, 1 � i � n holds, [E (i)]�1 = �1.Now choose the �rst variable Y of var(E) (�rst with respect to the order ofequations in E), for which holds �1(Y) 6= � 01(Y), such that for all previousvariables �1 and � 01 coincide. Fix the i such that E (i) � (�iY = g)E (i+1), andE 0(i) � (�iY = g)E 0(i+1).�1= [E (i)]�1= [(�iY=g) E (i+1)]�1= [E (i+1)] �1[Y=�iY:g([E (i+1)]�1)]� 01= [E 0(i)]�1= [(�iY=g) E 0(i+1)]�1= [E 0(i+1)]�1[Y=�iY:g([E 0(i+1)]�1)]Hence, because �1(Y) 6= � 01(Y) also�iY:g([E (i+1)]�1)] 6= �iY:g([E 0(i+1)]�1)],and therefore [E (i+1)]�1 6= [E 0(i+1)]�1 def= � 001On the other hand still �1(X) = a and also � 001 (X) = a. Therefore we can applythe same argumentation to E (i+1), �1, E 0(i+1) and � 001 , and so on. Altogether wecan derive that there must be an in�nite number of subsystems E (i) and E 0(i)having di�erent solutions relative to �1.32



Lemma 48 [E1 (�X = a) E2]� = [E1 E2]� [X=a].Proof: For all environments � we have [(�X=a)E2]� = [E2]� [X=a].For some E; E 0 and all environments � let [E]� = [E 0]� [X=a]. Then[(�Y=f) E]� = [E]� [Y=�Y:f([E]�)]= [E 0]� [X=a][Y=�Y:f([E 0]� [X=a])]= [(�Y=f) E 0]� [X=a]:The following lemmata describe properties of the solution of a �xpoint-equationsystem when interchanging equations or switching the �xpoint operator, from� to �, or the other way round. From Beki�c's Theorem 27 it follows thatinterchanging subsequent equations with the same �xpoint operator does notinuence the solution. The same holds for equations with di�erent �xpoint op-erators if the variables of both equations are di�erent. Otherwise interchangingequations implies di�erent solutions which are ordered pointwise. This prop-erty is slightly surprising having in mind the characterization of a solutionwhich refers to lexicographic ordering (Proposition 34).Lemma 49 Let{ �1 def= [E1 (�X1=f1) (�X2=f2) E2]�,{ �2 def= [E1 (�X2=f2) (�X1=f1) E2]�.Then �1 = �2.Proof: follows from Beki�c's theorem and the transformation from nested �x-points to �xpoint-equation systems in proposition 37.Lemma 50 If{ X1 is not free in f2,{ X2 is not free in f1,{ �1 def= [E1 (�1X1=f1) (�2X2=f2) E2]�{ �2 def= [E1 (�2X2=f2) (�1X1=f1) E2]�Then �1 = �2.Proof: Straightforward application of the de�nition of the semantics showsthat [(�1X1 = f1) (�2X2 = f2) E2]� = (�2X2 = f2) (�1X1 = f1) E2]� for allenvironments �. Then lemma 42 can be applied.
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Lemma 51 Let{ �1 def= [E1 (�X1=f1) (�X2=f2) E2]� ,{ �2 def= [E1 (�X2=f2) (�X1=f1) E2]� .Then it is �1 � �2, and moreover, if the inequality is strict then �1(X1) <�2(X1) and �1(X2) < �2(X2).Proof: According to lemma 42 it su�ces for the �rst part of the propositionto show that for all environments � it is[(�X1=f1) (�X2=f2) E2]� � [(�X2=f2) (�X1=f1) E2]� .Let [(�X1=f1) (�X2=f2) E2]� def= � 01. We know that{ f2(� 01) = � 01(X2) (proposition 34),{ [(�X1=f1) E2]� 01 = � 01 (lemmata 47, 48)Due to proposition 34 these are the two properties which the solution � 02 of[(�X2 = f2) (�X1 = f1) E2]� must have, and furthermore the solution � 02 isthe lexicographic least one of those environments � 0 having these properties.Hence the solution � 02 is lexicographically lower or equal to �1, i.e. � 02(X2) �� 01(X2).If � 02(X2) = � 01(X2) then applying lemmata 47, 48 shows that both solutionsmust be equal.� 01= [(�X1=f1) (�X2=f2) E2]�= [(�X1=f1) E2]� [X2= � 01(X2)]= [(�X1=f1) E2]� [X2= � 02(X2)]= [(�X2=f2) (�X1=f1) E2]� :If � 02(X2) > � 01(X2) then � 02 � � 01 and � [X2= � 02(X2)] > � [X2=� 01(X2)]and with lemma 39 also� 02= [(�X1=f1) E2]� [X2= � 02(X2)]� [(�X1=f1) E2]� [X2= � 01(X2)]= � 01:Lemma 52 Let{ �1 def= [E1 (�X=f) E2]�,{ �2 def= [E1 (�X=f) E2]�.Then it is �1 � �2, and moreover, if the inequality is strict then �1(X) < �2(X).Proof: In order to prove the �rst part of the lemma and according to lemma42 it su�ces to show that [(�X=f) E2]� � [(�X=f) E2]�.34



[(�X=f) E2]� = [E2]� [X=�X0:f([E2]� [X=X0])]� [E2]� [X=�X0:f([E2]� [X=X0])]= [(�X=f) E2]� :For the second part of the lemma assume that the solutions coincide at Xand show that then they must be identical. Substitute the solution �1(X) =�2(X) = a in the equation systems due to lemma 47 and eliminate it withlemma 48:[E1 (�X=f) E2]�= [E1 (�X=a) E2]�= [E1 E2]� [X=a]= [E1 (�X=a) E2]�= [E1 (�X=f) E2]�:Often we need some standard representation of �xpoint-equation systems,where each right hand side contains at most one of the operators _ or ^. Every�xpoint-equation system can be transformed into such a form by introductionof additional \fresh" variables.Lemma 53 ([(�X=f1 ^ f2) E]�)(Y) = ([(�X=f1 ^ X 0) (� 0X 0=f2) E]�)(Y),([(�X=f1 _ f2)E]�)(Y) = ([(�X=f1 _ X 0)(� 0X 0=f2)E]�)(Y),where X 0 is a new variable, i.e. (*) X 0 does not occur on the right hand sideof E or in f1 or f2, and (**) Y 6= X 0.Proof: by straightforward application of the de�nition of the semantics.([(�X=f1 ^ X 0) (� 0X 0=f2) E]�)(Y)= ([(� 0X 0=f2) E]� [X=�X:(f1 ^ X 0)([(� 0X 0=f2) E]�)])(Y)= ([(� 0X 0=f2) E]� [X=�X:(f1([(� 0X 0=f2) E]�) ^ X 0([(� 0X 0=f2) E]�))])(Y)= ([(� 0X 0=f2) E]� [X=�X:(f1([E]� [X 0=:::])^ X 0([E]�[X 0=� 0X 0:f2([E]�)]))])(Y)= ([(� 0X 0=f2) E]� [X=�X:(f1([E]�) ^ � 0X 0:f2([E]�))])(Y)= ([(� 0X 0=f2) E]� [X=�X:(f1([E]�) ^ f2([E]�))])(Y) (�)= ([(� 0X 0=f2) E]� [X=�X:(f1 ^ f2)([E]�)])(Y) (�)= ([E]� [X=�X:(f1 ^ f2)([E]�)][X 0= : : :])(Y)= ([E]� [X=�X:(f1 ^ f2)([E]�)](Y) (�)(��)= ([(�X=f1 ^ f2) E]�)(Y)The proof for _ is analogous. 35



For reduction of �xpoint-equation systems the next property is useful: withina block duplicate equations may be removed.Lemma 54 Let{ �1 def= [E1 (�X1=f) (�X2=f) E2]�{ � 02 def= [E1[X1=X2] (�X2=f[X1=X2]) E2[X1=X2]]�{ �2 def= � 02[X1=� 02(X2)]Then �1 = �2.Proof: We will show the lemma for the case of � = �. The other case of� = � is dual. Moreover the proof is done for E1 � �. The generalizationto arbitrary E1 follows then by lemma 42 and 47. For the proof here thealternative characterization of the solution of a �xpoint-equation system inproposition 34 turned out to be more suitable.Show that �2 � �1:(1) �1(X1) = �1(X2) proposition 34(2) �1(X2) = f(�1) proposition 34(3) [E2[X1=X2]]�1 = [E2]�1 (1),(2), proposition 34(4) [E2]�1 = �1 corollary 35Hence, with proposition 34, it is �2 � �1.Show that �1 � �2:(1) [E2[X1=X2]]�2 = �2 proposition 34(2) �2(X1) = �2(X2) by de�nition(3) [E2]�2 = �2 (1),(2), lemma 47(4) f(�2) = �2(X2) proposition 34(5) [(�X2=f) E2]�2 � �2 (3), (4), proposition 34(6) f([(�X2=f) E2]�2) � f(�2) (5), monotonicity of f(7) �X1:f([(�X2=f) E2]�2) � �2(X1) (2), (4), (6), Theo. 26(8) �1(X1) � �2(X1) (7)(9) [(�X2=f) E2]�1 � [(�X2=f) E2]�2(8) & proposition 39(10) �1 = [(�X2=f) E2]�1 � �2 (9), (5), prop 3436



For the algorithm of section 5 the following substitution lemma is essential:Lemma 55 Let{ E1; E2; E3 be �xpoint-equation systems,{ �1X1=f; �1X1=f 0; �2X2=g �xpoint-equations,where f 0 = f[X2=g].{ [[E1 (�1X1=f) E2 (�2X2=g) E3]]� def= �1{ [[E1 (�1X1=f 0) E2 (�2X2=g) E3]]� def= �2.Then �1 = �2Proof: Again following proposition 42 we just need to show that for� 01 def= [[(�1X1=f) E2 (�2X2=g) E3]]� and� 02 def= [[ (�1X1=f 0) E2 (�2X2=g) E3]]�it is the case that � 01 = � 02.We will show that � 01 ful�lls both conditions of proposition 34 for the solutionof (�1X1=f 0) E2 (�2X2=g) E3. Hence � 02 is lexicographically smaller than � 01,because � 02 is the solution.Show f 0(� 01) = � 01(X1) (condition (1) of proposition 34)g(� 01) =� 01(X2)� 01(X1) = f(� 01)= f(� 01[X2=� 01(X2)])= f(� 01[X2=g(� 01)])= f 0(� 01)Show [[E2 (�2X2=g) E3]]� 01 = � 01 (condition (2) of proposition 34 ):follows from proposition 35Analogously, the dual holds: � 02 ful�lls both conditions of proposition 34 forthe solution of (�1X1=f) E2 (�2X2=g) E3, and hence � 01 is lexicographicallysmaller than � 02.f(� 02) = � 02(X1) (condition (1) of proposition 34):analogously[[E2 (�2X2=g) E3]]� 02 = � 02 (condition (2) of proposition 34 )Altogether we can conclude that � 01 = � 02.
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C Boolean equation systemsProof of theorem 17 by induction on the structure of Ebase case: Let E = � and � be an environment. Then E 0 = � ful�lls therequirements.induction hypothesis: for each in�nite Boolean equation system E with fewerblocks than n and environment � we can �nd an in�nite Boolean equationsystem E 0 having no disjunctions with more than one disjunct on its right-hand side and [[E]]� = [[E 0]]�.induction step: assume that �B E is an in�nite Boolean equation system, thatfor some index set I lhs(B) = fXi j i 2 Ig, and that � is an environment. Then[[�B E]]� = [[E]]�[XI=�XI:B([[E]]�)]Now we proceed as follows:De�ne b0 def= falseIb�+1 def= B([[E]]�[XI=b�b� def= W�<� b�for � an ordinal, � a limit ordinal. By proposition 30, b = b� for some �, andsince the b� form an ascending chain in the product lattice IBI, � is countable.Climbing up the b� we �rst construct a system E 0 having the same solutionas E for all �[XI=b�]. Then E 0 and E also have the same solution for the least�xpoint b, i.e. [[E]]�[XI=b] = [[E 0]]�[XI=b]. Afterwards we construct a block�B 0, also climbing up the b�, such that B([[E]]�[XI=b�]) = B 0([[E]]�[XI=b�]).Then we get also B([[E]]�[XI=b] = B 0([[E 0]]�[XI=b] = b The theorem followsthen by application of the de�nition of the semantic.We �rst construct a system E 0, such that(1) [[E]]�[XI=b�] = [[E 0]]�[XI=b�] for all �.For this we use the fact that according to the induction hypothesis for each �there exists an E 0� having the required form and [[E]]�[XI=b�] = [[E 0�]]�[XI=b�].The construction of E 0 works as follows:For � = 0 select all X 2 lhs(E) where ([[E]] [XI=b0])(X) = true. We knowthat then also ([[E 00]] [XI=b0])(X) = true. For each of these X let the equation�X = f 0 from E 00 be an equation of E 0 in the corresponding block. Whateverthe remaining equations of E 0 will be (they might all be false, see 47), we have(*) ([[E 0]] [XI=b0])(X) = true = ([[E]] [XI=b0])(X).For each � select all variables Xj 2 lhs(E) such that([[E]]�[XI=b�+1])(Xj) = true 38



([[E]]�[XI=b�] )(Xj) = falseand for all these Xj let the equation �Xj = f 0j in E 0� be an equation of E 0,such that �Xj = f 0j is contained in the corresponding block to the one of Econtaining �Xj = fj.The argument now is by induction. Assume that for all other Xk (having lowersignature)if ([[E]]�[XI=b�])(Xk) = truethen ([[E 0]]�[XI=b�])(Xk) = true:This is, because of monotonicity, for all � � �if ([[E 0]]�[XI=b�])(Xk)= truethen ([[E 0]]�[XI=b�])(Xk)= true;Hence we know that for all these Xk, where([[E 0�]]�)(Xk) = true = ([[E]]�)(Xk) that also ([[E 0]]�)(Xk) = true.With the base case (*) we can now conclude (1).Furthermoreif [[E]]�[XI=b�] = [[E 0]]�[XI=b�]then B([[E]]�[XI=b�]) =B([[E 0]]�[XI=b�]) = b�+1From the above we also can conclude(2) �XI:B([[E]]�) = �XI:B([[E 0]]�)Next we construct �B 0 in such a way, that for each �B([[E]]�[XI=b�]) = B 0([[E]]�[XI=b�]).{ Let each equation �X = Vj2J Xj for some index set J in �B be also anequation of �B 0.{ If there is an equation in �B of the form �X = Xi or �X = WXi, where thedisjunction contains only a single disjunct, then let �X = Xi be an equationof �B 0.{ If there is an equation in �B of the form �X = Wj2J Xj for some index set Jand there is one of the disjuncts true, then let �X = true be an equation of�B 0.{ For each equation �X = Wj2J Xj in �B where ([[�B E ]]�)(X) = false chooseany of the disjuncts from Wj2J Xj, say Xj, and let �X = Xj be an equation of�B 0.{ In all other cases for Xi 2 lhs(B) we have ([[�B E ]]�)(Xi) = true andthe equation for Xi is of the form �Xi = Wj2J Xj for some index set J.For each of these Xi there exists an � such that (�[XI=b�+1])(Xi) = trueand (�[XI=b�])(Xi) = false. Select from Wj2J Xj a variable Xj, such that39



([[E]]�[XI=b�])(Xj) = true and let �X = Xj an equation in �B 0. Hence(B 0([[E]]�[XI=b�]))i = true according to the choice of Xj.It follows from the construction that(3) B([[E]]�[XI=b�+1]) = B 0([[E]]�[XI=b�+1])Altogether we have then that[[�B E]]�= [[E]]�[XI=�XI:B([[E]]�)]= [[E]]�[XI=�XI:B 0([[E]]�)] (3)= [[E 0]]�[XI=�XI:B 0([[E 0]]�)] (1); (2)= [[�B 0 E 0]]�The dual case for �B E works similarly.Proof of lemma 23: Transform both equation systems to in�nite Booleanequation systems E4 and E5.For m 2M and n 2 N E4 contains the equations�XXm= ^n2�Y(m) Yn ^ ĵ2J ^t2�j(m)Xj;t and�YYn= k̂2K ^n 02�k(n) Yk;n 0in E4. According to lemmata 12, 55 we can apply in�nitely many substitutionsteps in the in�nite Boolean equation system E4 substituting all the Yn, andgetting the new equation�XXm = ^n2�Y(m) k̂2K ^n 02�k(n) Yk;n 0^ ĵ2J ^t2�j(m)Xj;t= k̂2K ^n 02(�k��Y)(m) Yk;n 0^ ĵ2J ^t2�j(m)Xj;tThis is an equation of the in�nite Boolean equation system E5.Proof of lemma 24: In a �rst step the set based equation system is trans-formed to an in�nite Boolean equation system, where the set equation�(X;M) = (X;M; �) ^ î2I(Xi;Mi; �i)for s 2M is mapped to a block �B containing the equations�Xs = ^s 02�(s)Xs 0 ^ î2I ^s 02�i(s)Zi;s 0 :40



The equation �(X;M) = î2I(Xi;Mi; �i � ��)is mapped to a block �B� in an in�nite Boolean equation system, containingthe equations �Xs = î2I ^s 02(�i���)(s) Zi;s 0We will abbreviate the (in�nite) vector of all Xi for i 2 I by X.Let E 01 def= T(E1) and E 02 def= T(E2). For the cases that � is wellfounded or � = �we have to show that [[E 01 �B E 02]]� = [[E 01 �B� E 02]]� and according to lemma42 we just have to show the equivalence above only for the case E1 = �, i.e.[[�B E 02]]� = [[�B� E 02]]�, and according to the de�nition of the semantics itsu�ces to show that �X:B([[E 02]]�) = �X:B�([[E 02]]�)Now we want to apply a substitution step to each Xs 0. For applying in�nitelymany substitutions within block �B we need proposition 28(6) and lemma 12rather than lemma 23.�Xs = ^s 02�(s)( ^s 002�(s 0)Xs 00 ^ î2I ^s 002�i(s 0)Zi;s 00) ^ î2I ^s 02�i(s)Zi;s 0= ^s 002�(�(s))Xs 00 ^ î2I ^s 002(�i��)(s)Zi;s 00 ^ î2I ^s 02�i(s)Zi;s 0= ^s 02�(�(s))Xs 0 ^ î2I ^s 02((�i��)[�i)(s) Zi;s 0: : : applying these substitution steps log2(n) times= ^s 02�n(s)) Xs 0 ^ î2I ^s 02(�i�(�0[�1[:::�n-1))(s) Zi;s 0Let these equations be collected in a block Bn for n 2 2m;m 2 NIt follows from proposition 28(6) that [[�Bn E 02]]� = [[�B E 02]]� for all Bn.De�ne b def= �X:B([[E 02]]��sol def= [[�B E 02]]�b� def= �X:B�([[E 02]]���sol def= [[�B� E 02]]�and it follows thatb = �X:Bn([[E]] 02�)41



Applying lemmata 47 and 48 it follows that�sol = [[�B]]�solb = B(�sol),��sol = [[�B�]]��solb� = B�(��sol)We abbreviatebs def= �sol[X=b](Xs)(B(�sol))(Xs) def= �sol[X=B(�sol)](Xs),and analogously for b� and B�.Now we assume � = �.It su�ces to show that b = b� and for that purpose we show that(1) �X:B�(�sol) = b and(2) �X:B(��sol) = b�(1) implies that B�([[E]] 02�[X=b]) = b and hence b � b�,(2) implies that B([[E]] 02�[X=b�]) = b� and hence b� � b.Show now �X:B�(�sol) = b(i) Because in B� there is no free Xs on the right-hand side, it is the case that�X:B�(�sol) = B�(�sol)If for B�(�sol) and an equation �Xs = Vi2IVs 02(�i���)(s) Zi;s 0 in B� we havethat (Vi2IVs 02(�i���)(s) Zi;s 0)(�sol) = false then there for some Zi;s 0 it must bethat �sol(Zi;s 0) = false. Then we can �nd a Bn, where the equation for Xs hasthis Zi;s 0 on its right-hand side and also (Bn(�sol))(Xs) = false and hence wehave also (�X:Bn(�sol))(Xs) = false and also (�X:B(�sol))(Xs) = bs = false.Therefore is b � B�(�sol).(ii) De�ne b0 def= trueI and b�+1 def= B(�sol[X=b�]).Assume that (�X:B(�sol))(Xs) = false.Show that then also (B�(�sol))(Xs) = false. Then there must be some � suchthat b�s = false and b�-1s = true. (� is called the signature of Xs.)If � = 1 then there must be a Zi;s 0 for some i 2 I, s 0 2 �i(s), where�sol(Zi;s 0) = false. But then it is also (B�(�sol))(Xs) = false.If � > 1 then there must be a X 0s for some s 0 2 �(s) with �sol(Xs 0) = falseand X 0s having a signature � 0 < �. Applying this argument repeatedly thenthe signature eventually reaches 0, and then we have a Zi;s 0 for some i 2I, s 0 2 (�i � �n)(s), for some n, such that �sol(Zi;s 0) = false. Hence it is(B�(�sol))(Xs) = false.Altogether from (�X:B(�sol))(Xs) = false follows that (B�(�sol))(Xs) = falseand hence B�(�sol) � b.From (i) and (ii) we can conclude that B�(�sol) = bWhen showing that b� = B(��sol) apply the same arguments as above to ��sol42



instead of �sol. From (i) follows then that �X:B(��sol) � b�, from (ii) thatb� � �X:B(��sol).For the case � = � note that if � is wellfounded for each S 2 M there existssome n 2 IN such that �n(s) = ; and the equivalence of Bn and B� followsimmediately.If � is not wellfounded then de�ne b0 = falseI and b�+1 = B(�sol[X=b�]).Assume an Xs 0 being true at the least �xpoint and let � be its signature.For all s 00 2 �(s 0) Xs 00 must be true and have a lower signature. Repeat thisargument for Xs 00. Because � is not wellfounded we can �nd an in�nite chainof decreasing signatures, which is a contradiction.
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